
Mavic Agri Pro £1600
THE PERFECT ENTRY INTO DRONE MAPPING

Compact, reliable and easy to fly. The Mavic Pro is a small form-factor foldable quad-copter with 
advanced features that make it an easy to fly, reliable and safe drone system. Perfect for crop-scouting 
and aerial mapping activities, this package makes the Mavic an affordable and effective farm tool.

The system comes complete and ready-to-fly with everything needed to start mapping on your farm: 
Mavic drone, 3 batteries (25mins flight time each), charging hub, spare props, landing pad and carry case.

A 3 month subscription to Dronedeploy Pro is included – a free version can be used to begin with and 
the Pro option activated any time for 3 months of advanced analytics. Training covers everything needed 
from the flying the aircraft through to flight planning and software, and the included DJI Care covers you 
for 12 months of accidental damage, and up to 2 reduced price full system replacements.

Find out more and buy the Mavic Agri Pro online...
WWW.DRONEAG.FARM | INFO@DRONEAG.FARM | +44 1668 217100

Training Included
Hands-on tuition

Software Included
Automatically map & analyse data

DJI Care Included
Accidental damage cover

Super Compact Design
Ready to fly in minutes

Easy to Operate
With sense and avoid safety features

Powerful Camera
12MP Stills, 4K Video



Mavic Agri Pro EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
CAPABLE OF MORE THAN JUST PRETTY PICTURES

 We can train you how to do this with your own drone too...
WWW.DRONEAG.FARM | INFO@DRONEAG.FARM | +44 1668 217100

Mapping and analytics software turns a normal 
drone system into an effective crop scouting tool. 

This is the ability to cover a whole field within 
minutes and easily process the data to shows 
areas of a field that are under-performing.

Then you can use the data and app to guide 
targeted crop scouting, ensuring that you don’t 
miss any detail.

Process:
1. Plan drone flight using field boundary.
2. Launch drone, it automatically map the area.
3. Land and upload data.
4. View data with vegetation health index.
5. Mark areas of interest and scout field.
6. Verify data and use for application planning.

FIELD MAPPING
You are using a contractor to spray you fields. 
They make a mistake and spray of areas of crop 
across multiple fields. 

With drone mapping data you can measure the 
total area effected very accurately and quickly, 
giving you concrete information to pass onto your 
insurance company, who will most likely under-
estimate the amount of damage.

Process:
1. Plan flights and map affected fields.
2. Process data and view vegetation health index.
3. Adjust filter to show only dead (white in above 
image) and alive crop (black in above image.)
4. Use area tool to measure dead areas.
5. Measure tram-line area and deduct from total.
6. Export data for insurance company.

INSURANCE CLAIMS TERRAIN MAPPING
Terrain elevation mapping can be an extremely 
useful tool. In this example we use the tool to 
measure how high a new flood barrier needs to be 
to stop flood water entering farm sheds.

The image above shows the completed barrier. 
Dark blue shows low ground through to dark 
red being high areas, this allows us to tell where 
water is likely to flow, based on past floods, and 
if the barrier is high enough.

Process:
1. Map the area and process the data.
3. Use the terrain elevation tool to show areas 
where flood water normally get to.
4. Use height marker tool to measure safe areas 
height (light blue marker).
5. Measure height at barrier corner (red marker) 
and calculate height of barrier needed.


